Global water cycle shifts far beyond pre-industrial conditions – planetary boundary for freshwater change transgressed
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Abstract

Human actions compromise the many life-supporting functions provided by the freshwater cycle. Yet, scientific understanding of anthropogenic freshwater change and its long-term evolution is limited. Using a multi-model ensemble of global hydrological models, we estimate how, over a 145-year industrial period, streamflow and soil moisture have deviated from pre-industrial baseline conditions (defined by 5th–95th percentiles, at 0.5° grid level and monthly time step). We find increased frequency of local deviations on ~45% of land area, mainly in regions under heavy direct or indirect human pressures. To estimate humanity’s aggregate impact on the freshwater cycle, we present the evolution of deviation occurrence at regional to global scales. Currently, local streamflow and soil moisture deviations occur on 18.2% and 15.8% of global land area, respectively, which is 8.0 and 4.7 percentage points beyond the ~3 percentage point wide pre-industrial variability envelope. Finally, we discuss applying our approach to define a planetary boundary for freshwater change. Our results indicate a substantial shift from stable pre-industrial streamflow and soil moisture conditions to persistently increasing change and a transgression of the freshwater change planetary boundary, calling for urgent actions to reduce human disturbance of the freshwater cycle.
Introduction

Freshwater systems globally are under unprecedented pressure from human actions. Water extraction and infrastructure, land use and land cover change, and climate change now considerably modify the quantity and timing of atmospheric and terrestrial freshwater flows, with crucial implications for Earth’s climate and ecosystems\(^1\). Remarkable signals of water cycle changes include widespread and severe river flow regime alterations\(^2\), intensification\(^3\) and homogenisation\(^4\) of the global water cycle, and increases in the severity, frequency, and duration of floods and droughts\(^5\).

Scientific understanding of the magnitude and nature of anthropogenic water cycle change that matters for the hydroclimatic and hydroecological stability of the Earth system is yet limited. Water cycle changes are typically analysed over relatively short time periods, typically decades\(^6\)–\(^8\). Furthermore, changes are often quantified against reference conditions that are already affected by anthropogenic influences such as climate change (e.g. \(^9\)–\(^11\)). Studies also rarely provide global aggregation of water cycle changes that would be meaningful for assessing the state and trajectory of the global water cycle as a whole. For example, assessing change in single elements of the water cycle\(^2,6,11–17\) or aggregating freshwater flows and stocks very broadly (whether in space\(^7,18,19\) or in time\(^8,20\)) may disregard the Earth system relevance of freshwater. Thus, overall, existing studies lack a long-term overarching perspective on aggregated anthropogenic water cycle change in the Earth system.

Here, we assess humanity’s ever-increasing aggregate impact on the freshwater cycle, quantifying blue (represented by streamflow) and green water (represented by root-zone soil moisture – hereinafter simply soil moisture – that is the soil water available to plants) deviations from pre-industrial baseline conditions, across scales from local to global. Jointly assessing change in streamflow and soil moisture conditions, using coherent methodology, allows for inferring changes in other water cycle elements and the varying drivers of freshwater change. We define the pre-industrial period 1661–1860 as a baseline that we assume to be largely undisturbed by human impacts and assess freshwater change over the following one and a half centuries (1861–2005) against it – illustrating the trajectory of how human-driven freshwater change has evolved. Widespread deviations from the ‘pristine’ state that are detected by our approach can be considered to pose elevated risks to the Earth system functions of freshwater. For example, terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems have adapted to specific quantities and timing of water flows such that changes in soil moisture and streamflow can severely affect ecosystem status and biodiversity\(^21–23\). Moreover, the wetness of landscapes regulates climate from micro- to regional and global scales, such that changes in the magnitude and timing of wetness can impact rainfall and consequently streamflow and soil moisture both locally and remotely\(^24\).

Our approach refines the method proposed by Wang-Erlandsson et al.\(^25\) for quantifying a planetary boundary (PB) for green water. PBs set limits to nine processes, including freshwater use, that together regulate the state of the Earth system and thus delimit a safe operating space for retaining a quasi-stable Holocene-like state\(^26,27\). Previous freshwater PB estimates, which have focused on only blue water use, have been criticised for their limited capacity to capture the interconnected direct and indirect anthropogenic pressures on the water cycle\(^28\). Advancing the work of Wang-Erlandsson et al.\(^25\), we present a coherent, comparable, and spatially explicit
assessment of blue (streamflow) and green water (soil moisture) change, utilising an ensemble of consistently forced global hydrological models (Fig. 1, Methods). Our approach robustly addresses criticism of previous freshwater PB definitions and quantifications. We therefore follow Wang-Erlandsson et al.\textsuperscript{25} in proposing to use it to replace the current definition of a PB for \textit{freshwater use} with an integrated PB for \textit{freshwater change}.

**Main**

To estimate freshwater change across scales, we used streamflow and soil moisture data simulated by an ensemble of state-of-the-art gridded global hydrological models that were forced with bias-adjusted CMIP5 climate models and dynamic socio-economic conditions (Methods, Table S1). The data was given in two time periods: pre-industrial period (1661–1860) and industrial period (1861–2005).

Based on the 200-year pre-industrial period, we set the \textit{local baseline range} (Fig. 1a) for each 0.5° grid cell and month, respectively for streamflow and soil moisture. The local baseline range is defined as the range between the 5\textsuperscript{th} \textit{(dry bound)} and the 95\textsuperscript{th} \textit{(wet bound)} percentiles of pre-industrial monthly streamflow or soil moisture values (Fig. 1a). We then compared pre-industrial streamflow and soil moisture data against the local baseline range to detect local deviations (Fig. 1b). Months with values below the dry bound were marked as \textit{dry local deviations}, and months with values above the wet bound were marked as \textit{wet local deviations} (Fig. 1b). The areas of grid cells with local streamflow or soil moisture deviations were then summed up globally (regionally). We divided this sum by total ice-free land area to yield the \textit{percentage of land area with local deviations} (Fig. 1c). Finally, to establish global (regional) reference conditions, we defined \textit{pre-industrial variability} (Fig. 1d) from the pre-industrial percentage of land area with local deviations. Two key metrics characterise pre-industrial variability: \textit{the median of pre-industrial variability} and \textit{the upper end of pre-industrial variability} (Fig. 1d). The median corresponds to the 50\textsuperscript{th} and the upper end to the 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile of the percentage of land area with local streamflow or soil moisture deviations during the pre-industrial period.

After defining the pre-industrial reference conditions, we compared industrial streamflow and soil moisture data against them. We repeated the detection of local deviations (Fig. 1b) and computed the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c), which allowed us to compare changes in local deviation frequency (Fig. 1e) and in the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1f).
Global freshwater change

We found no substantial changes or trends in the global land area with local streamflow or soil moisture deviations during the pre-industrial period, which indicates stable water cycle conditions prior to industrialisation (Fig. 2). The median of pre-industrial variability (i.e. the typical land area with freshwater deviations) was at 9.4% for streamflow and at 9.8% for soil moisture, respectively (Fig. 2). This is in accordance with the expectation that dry or wet deviations should each occur in 5% of the data points in each grid cell over the pre-industrial period (Methods). Annually, the pre-industrial percentage of land area with local deviations varied mostly within +/- 1.5 percentage points (pp) around the median of pre-industrial variability, and no global trends could be observed before 1860 (Fig. 2). Therefore, these relatively stable pre-industrial conditions can be considered a useful reference baseline that is not influenced by major anthropogenic impacts on the water cycle.
Fig. 2. Percentage of global ice-free land area with local streamflow (a) and soil moisture (b) deviations. Shown is the annual percentage, which is computed as an average of monthly percentages. The annotated years mark the 10-year moving (trailing) mean transgressing the upper end of pre-industrial variability (95th percentile of the pre-industrial percentage of land area with local deviations; Fig. 1d). The ensemble median and interquartile range are computed from \( n = 23 \) (streamflow) and \( n = 15 \) (soil moisture) ensemble members. Sensitivity analysis using different definitions of the local baseline range (Fig. 1a) is presented in Extended Data Fig. 1. Values prior to 1691 are excluded and the ensemble median line for 1861–1890 is shaded and dashed due to traces of model spinups being common during these years (Extended Data Fig. 2–3). Model-wise percentages of land area with local freshwater deviations are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4–5. Sensitivity analysis using different definitions of the local baseline range (Fig. 1a) is presented in Extended Data Fig. 1.

However, occurrence of streamflow and soil moisture deviations started to steadily increase after the end of the pre-industrial period, with both global indicators surpassing the upper end of pre-industrial variability in the early 20th century (Fig. 2). Global land area with local streamflow deviations transgressed the upper end of pre-industrial variability (10.2%) already in 1905. The degree of transgression continued to increase apart from two dips around 1940 and 1970. By the end of our study period (mean of 1996–2005), areas with local streamflow deviations covered 18.2% (~24 million km\(^2\)) of global ice-free land area (Fig. 2a). This corresponds to a 78% (8.0 pp) increase compared to the upper end and a 94% (8.8 pp) increase compared to the median of pre-industrial variability. The development of streamflow deviation occurrence is mainly due to dry deviations, which were still increasing in spatial coverage by the end of our study period, while the increase in wet deviations had plateaued decades earlier (Extended Data Fig. 6b–c).

Soil moisture exhibits a similar, though slightly less pronounced, global trajectory and pattern: the upper end of pre-industrial variability (11.1%) was transgressed in 1929, after which the land area with local soil moisture deviations increased consistently, apart from two dips (like
streamflow) in the latter half of the 20th century (Fig 2b). During the last decade (1996–2005) of our analysis period, local soil moisture deviations occurred on 15.8% (~20 million km²) of global ice-free land area, which is 42% (4.7 pp) above the upper end of pre-industrial variability and 61% (6.0 pp) above its median. In contrast to streamflow, by the end of our study period, occurrence of dry soil moisture deviations was declining slowly, yet remaining at considerably higher levels than during the pre-industrial period, while occurrence of wet deviations continued to increase towards the end of the 20th century (Extended Data Fig. 6e–f).

These global patterns are robust against key methodological sensitivity. When widening the local baseline range, relative transgressions of the upper end of pre-industrial variability increase (indicating that the most extreme conditions increased more than less extreme), but, importantly, pre-industrial stability and the temporal evolution during the industrial period remain similar (Extended Data Fig. 1). In addition, though the model spread is relatively large especially towards the present day and in the case of dry streamflow deviations (Extended Data Fig. 4–6), the entire ensemble interquartile range surpasses the upper end of pre-industrial variability in the latter half of the 20th century (Fig. 2). This means that the hydrological models used here mostly agree on the evolution of the percentage of global land area with local deviations. Hence, there has been – and is still ongoing – a robust and remarkable drift away from the quasi-stable pre-industrial soil moisture and streamflow conditions (characterised by a narrow, ~3 pp wide variability range) to persistently increasing change in the freshwater cycle (currently 4.7–8.0 pp beyond pre-industrial variability).

Local and regional freshwater change

Mapping changes in the frequency of local deviations reveals a general pattern of more frequent dry deviations of both streamflow and soil moisture in much of the tropics and subtropics, with wet deviations becoming more common in temperate and subpolar regions, and in many highland areas (Fig. 3, Extended Data Fig. 7). For streamflow, increases in the frequency of dry local deviations are more common, while for soil moisture, neither dry nor wet deviation frequency increase dominates over the other. Comparing local deviation frequency in 1976–2005 against 1691–1860, 39.2% of land area shows a statistically significant increase in dry streamflow deviation frequency, while 9.2% of land area exhibits a statistically significant increase in wet streamflow deviation frequency. For soil moisture, 26.9% of land area shows an increase in dry and 19.2% an increase in wet deviation frequency. Areas in which the frequency of both dry and wet local deviations increased significantly cover 2.0% (streamflow) and 1.0% (soil moisture) of land area. Therefore, 46.4% of land area has experienced a statistically significant increase in streamflow deviation frequency and 45.1% in soil moisture deviation frequency. Increases in local deviation frequency were major (> 5 pp increase, i.e. the frequency of deviations has more than doubled compared to the expected 5% frequency) in approximately half of the area with increased frequency of dry streamflow deviations, a third of the area with increased frequency of soil moisture deviations (both dry and wet), and a quarter of the area with increased frequency of wet streamflow deviations (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Statistically significant increases in dry and wet local deviation frequency for streamflow (a) and for soil moisture (b). Changes in the frequency of local deviations are computed by comparing the ensemble median frequency of local deviations during 1976–2005 against 1691–1860, and significance of change is tested at a 95% confidence level (p = 0.05) with R package stats function prop.test. Colours denoted with + indicate statistically significant increases with magnitude ≤5 pp (minor), whereas colours denoted with ++ indicate statistically significant increases with magnitude >5 pp (major). Colours denoted with +(+) pool together any statistically significant increase (minor or major).

Persistent freshwater changes and their timing are spread out unevenly (see Fig. 4, in which local freshwater deviations are aggregated at river basin scales instead of the global scale). In many regions – especially around mid-latitudes – land area with local deviations persistently transgressed the region-specific upper end of pre-industrial variability already before 1940, while in other areas – particularly in humid regions – a transgression has not occurred yet. The Mississippi, Indus, and Nile basins, for instance, were among the first regions where persistent transgression happened in case of streamflow (in the Nile, also for soil moisture) (Fig. 4a–b). For soil moisture, persistent transgression has occurred in fewer regions and often later than in the case of streamflow (Fig. 4c–d). This is visible particularly in Siberian basins, the Congo basin, and South/Southeast Asia, where the persistent transgression year for soil moisture followed 10–20 years after that of streamflow – or the transgression has not occurred yet (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Timing of persistent transgression of the region-specific upper end of pre-industrial variability, for streamflow (a–b) and soil moisture (c–d). Here, local deviations are first aggregated regionally to get pre-industrial percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c), then the upper end of pre-industrial variability is set to the 95th percentile of the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1d), and finally the percentage of land area with local deviations is calculated for the industrial period and compared against pre-industrial variability (Fig. 1f). The persistent transgression year is defined as the first year, during which the 10-year moving (trailing) mean of percentage of land area with local deviations has exceeded the region-specific upper end of pre-industrial variability for ten consecutive years, without returning below this limit after this year. The regions shown here depict basins delineated by the HydroBASINS data set level 2 (a, c; n = 60, mean area = 2,247,000 km², median area = 2,045,000 km²) and level 3 (b, d; n = 264, mean area = 511,000 km², median area = 313,000 km²).

Drivers and impacts of freshwater change

Assessing the changes in local streamflow and soil moisture deviations in unison provides more detailed insights into their causes and potential impacts. The general pattern of increasing wet deviation frequency of both streamflow and soil moisture in the Northern Hemisphere likely arises from the precipitation change due to ~1°C of mean global warming, which affects both streamflow and soil moisture similarly if major human impacts on land surface, such as land cover change and soil degradation, do not change precipitation partitioning. Another distinctive example of climate-induced deviations is the Sahel region (stretching across the African continent south of the Sahara; partially covered by the Niger river basin in Fig. 5). Drier conditions (relative to pre-industrial climate) dominated in the region already in the first half of the 20th century – which agrees with our analysis showing increased dry deviation frequency already when comparing 1931–1960 against 1691–1860 (Extended Data Fig. 8) – and intensified from the 1970s onwards. Recent decades have additionally witnessed widespread wet local deviations (and different combinations of dry and wet), which could be explained by changes in temporal dynamics, such as intensity of precipitation, number of wet days, occurrence of dry spells and timing and length of the rainy season.
As an example of direct human drivers, increased frequency of dry local streamflow deviations in combination with wet local soil moisture deviations in a given area most likely indicates an effect of irrigation expansion. Indeed, these cases are observed in many heavily irrigated regions, such as South Asia, eastern China, Western USA, and the Nile delta (Fig. 5, pink colour). These regions are also the likely early drivers of globally aggregated deviations, as their irrigation extent was relatively large already in the early 20th century, and local deviations were prevalent already then (Extended Data Fig. 8). Increases in the frequency of both wet and dry streamflow deviations, as well as wet soil moisture deviations, (Fig. 5, dark blue) could imply a situation in which the natural river flow regime has been altered by dam operation (decreased flood peaks and increased dry season streamflow) in combination with extensive irrigation (decreased streamflow, increased soil moisture). These cases can be found in many heavily modified river basins, such as the Nile, the Aral Sea, and parts of India and Thailand (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Combined increases in local streamflow and soil moisture deviation frequency along with regional percentages of land area with dry or wet local deviations in selected regions. The classification is based on local deviation frequency increases presented in Fig. 3, and it pools together both minor and major increases (represented by + in the legend). Computing the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c) was performed within each region, and the median and upper end of pre-industrial variability (Fig. 1d) were also computed regionally.

Our findings of increased streamflow and soil moisture deviation frequency are consistent with many regional to global freshwater-mediated impacts that have been reported independently. One of the most dramatic examples of blue water change is the Aral Sea, where the anthropogenic overuse of water for irrigation resulted in a massive lake depletion, consequent ecological degradation, and regional climate change. In our results, the region’s two large river basins, Amu Darya and Syr Darya, exhibit a steep increase in dry streamflow and a
moderate increase in wet soil moisture deviations, starting in the late 1960s (Fig. 5) – in accordance with the substantial irrigation expansion that started in the region at that time. Soil moisture changes have been associated with productivity loss, as exemplified by drying-induced forest dieback in many of the regions where we find a major frequency increase in dry soil moisture deviations, such as the Mediterranean basin, central North America and West Africa (e.g. Niger river basin in Fig. 5). Productivity shocks due to dry and wet soil moisture deviations (droughts and floods) have also been reported on many cultivated lands, particularly in South and East Asia, Australia, and North Africa, where we find both drying and wetting (Fig. 3b, India in Fig. 5). Other examples of ecological and climatic impacts of water surpluses are habitat loss in the Central Amazon floodplains due to anthropogenic flood pulse disturbance by dams, and increased greenhouse gas emissions from reservoirs, though these freshwater alterations are relatively small-scale and thus not clearly visible in our maps.

**Introducing the new planetary boundary for freshwater change**

The existing freshwater planetary boundary estimates have fallen short in capturing freshwater change due to e.g. land use and land cover change, and anthropogenic greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions, which alter evaporation, soil moisture, precipitation and runoff patterns. Existing approaches have also been criticised for aggregating freshwater fluxes too broadly, e.g. by operating on an annual scale only or simply summing global water use and availability despite diverse local impacts. These simplifications may conceal important variation across space and time and overlook, or cancel out, the often-contrasting impacts of human drivers on different parts of the water cycle. For example, irrigation decreases streamflow but increases soil moisture, and hydropower operations increase evaporation by reservoir impoundment, as well as shift water flows temporally from the wet to the dry season and blue water scarcity hotspots from upstream to downstream. Therefore, the narrow and one-dimensional outlook on freshwater change by the existing freshwater PB estimates is due for a more comprehensive replacement.

Following Wang-Erlandsson et al., we argue that our approach and results are fitting to be used in setting a new PB for freshwater change (as opposed to the current PB for freshwater use) because we can capture global water cycle change by analysing several of its components, using metrics that relate to its Earth system impacts, and adopting meaningful (Holocene-like) baselines and long time scales. Although streamflow and soil moisture represent only a part of the freshwater cycle, they are connected, either directly or indirectly, to all major anthropogenic modifications of the freshwater cycle and associated Earth system functions (SI text).

We propose the upper end (95th percentile) of pre-industrial variability in global land area with local streamflow (blue water) and soil moisture (green water) deviations as the two components of the PB for freshwater change. This definition represents global conditions occurring expectedly once in 20 years in the pre-industrial reference state and corresponds to 10.2% of the global land area for blue water (Fig. 2a) and 11.1% for green water (Fig. 2b). This boundary placement assumes that widespread deviations from pre-industrial conditions (which represent longer-term Holocene-like conditions) pose elevated risks to freshwater’s Earth system functions. According to our results, the freshwater change PB has been transgressed for a long time – the current status is 18.2% for the blue and 15.8% for the green water component (Fig. 2). This is in stark contrast with the key PB publications’ estimates of the freshwater use PB’s
safe status but agrees with other, more nuanced studies on the freshwater use PB, which consider the boundary to be transgressed.

It should be noted that there are major uncertainties associated with setting the freshwater change PB (Methods, SI text). While data-related uncertainties have been mitigated by using a large ensemble of state-of-the-art global hydrological models that have been validated against observations, perhaps the most important uncertainty stems from the lack of robust quantifications of Earth system-wide responses to water cycle modifications that surpass pre-industrial variability. These responses may be too complex to be quantified with current knowledge, and it is also possible that the level of freshwater modifications that drives state changes and increases risks in the Earth system can only be determined in retrospect.

Nevertheless, because the freshwater cycle upkeeps many life-supporting Earth system functions, risks of environmental degradation can be assumed to elevate along with change away from a stable, Holocene-like state – a change that has occurred in the freshwater cycle within the last century (Fig. 2). While it is possible that buffers or stabilising feedbacks (such as CO₂ fertilisation) in the Earth system allow for increased variability in the water cycle (such as for the currently observed change), there is also evidence that self-reinforcing feedbacks (such as forest dieback and moisture recycling feedbacks) may amplify the impacts of freshwater change on Earth system functioning. Considering also freshwater’s central role in Earth system process interactions, the precautionary principle of the PB framework thus motivates a conservative placement of the new PB for freshwater change at the lower level of scientific uncertainty. Here, we consider this to be the upper end of pre-industrial variability. The major transgression and remaining uncertainties of this boundary placement, however, warrant continued research on the role of freshwater in the Earth system.

Concluding remarks

We have presented here the trajectory of anthropogenically driven freshwater change since the stable pre-industrial period and shown that this change has been pervasive across spatial and temporal scales. Globally, land area in which streamflow and soil moisture deviates from local pre-industrial reference conditions has increased by 78–94% and 42–61%, respectively, within the 145-year industrial period. This major shift in the global water cycle is in accordance with the few other studies reporting long-term (100 years) changes, such as groundwater depletion of at least ~4,500 km³, corresponding to >6% of total sea-level rise (and possibly much greater), and at least a 21% loss of wetlands since the year 1700. Our results align well also with studies reporting decadal changes and trends in increasing hydrological extremes.

Locally, evidence of freshwater-triggered ecological and climatic shifts has been mounting as the main components of the freshwater cycle have moved further away from their pre-industrial variability. Our findings indicate a transgression of the planetary boundary for freshwater change already around the mid-20th century, while climate change, deforestation and many other human pressures on the water cycle continue to pose a major risk of further change.

Decreasing these pressures are thus imperative to reducing human disturbance of the water cycle and to avoiding compromising the life-supporting functions of freshwater.
**Methods**

*Data selection*

Our main data source was the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISIMIP) data repository (available at: https://data.isimip.org, last accessed March 30th, 2023), from which we used data of the ISIMIP 2b simulation round experiments (Table S1). We used root-zone soil moisture (hereinafter soil moisture; ISIMIP output variable *rootmoist*) to represent green water and river discharge (hereinafter streamflow; ISIMIP output variable *dis*) to represent blue water as the two main components of the freshwater cycle. The models in ISIMIP 2b have been validated against observations, showing adequate performance especially when estimates from individual models are combined in an ensemble modelling approach. By constructing ensembles as large as possible, given the availability of different simulation scenarios, we can partially tackle the uncertainty to which global modelling is always subject to, to a certain degree.

Two distinct simulation scenarios were required to determine the pre-industrial reference state (Fig. 1a–d) and compare the industrial and pre-industrial states of the water cycle (Fig. 1e–f). For the pre-industrial period (1661–1860), we used model outputs forced with *picontrol* climate and *1860soc* land use and socio-economic conditions, which described our pre-industrial reference state with a constant 286 ppm CO$_2$ concentration and fixed pre-industrial land use and socio-economic conditions. The pre-industrial simulation years are, however, nominal, as the CMIP5 data used to force ISIMIP 2b models represent 200 control years with climate variability at pre-industrial levels (with no correspondence to the actual weather of individual years). At the transition from pre-industrial to industrial time (as defined by the ISIMIP protocol) in 1860, we switched to *historical* climate combined with *histsoc* land use and socio-economic conditions, in which carbon-induced climate change and human influences (e.g. land use change, water use, and dam operation) were dynamically represented in the data. The ISIMIP 2b industrial period covers years from 1861 to 2005, the end year owing to estimates of e.g. irrigation extent not being available.

In ISIMIP 2b, soil moisture and streamflow were simulated by global hydrological models (GHMs), which were forced with bias-adjusted output of modelled climate from general circulation models (GCMs). The GCM outputs from CMIP5 models were bias-adjusted with an observational dataset covering the years 1979–2013. We selected all GHM-GCM combinations, for which output data were available for both *picontrol-1860soc* and *historical-histsoc* scenarios (Table S1). For soil moisture, outputs from four GHMs (CLM5, LPJmL, MPI-HM, and PCR-GLOBWB) were available. For streamflow, outputs from six GHMs (H08, LPJmL, MATSIRO, MPI-HM, PCR-GLOBWB, and WaterGAP2) were available. For all GHMs, outputs of four GCMs were available: GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and MIROC5, except for MPI-HM, which lacked data forced with HadGEM2-ES for both streamflow and soil moisture. Hence, our soil moisture data ensemble consisted of 15 members (GHM-GCM combinations) and our streamflow data ensemble consisted of 23 members. For streamflow, we aggregated daily values to monthly values by taking the mean of daily streamflow, whereas soil moisture data were readily delivered in monthly time resolution. The spatial resolution of all data was 0.5 degrees (ca. 50 x 50 km at the Equator).
**Data preparation**

Because the data we used originated from two different scenarios, and the ISIMIP simulations can be run independently of each other, the outcomes of the two scenarios may not be continuous (i.e. the end state of the pre-industrial simulation does not necessarily equal the initial state of the industrial simulation at the grid cell scale). Two kinds of discontinuities may therefore arise: 1) traces of model spinup, with GHMs reaching a water storage equilibrium with delay at the beginning of the simulation, and 2) abrupt shifts in value distribution around the transition point at the end of year 1860 (e.g. in the moving mean). Further, a combination of the two is also possible. Thus, we ensured that the simulation outcomes were harmonious with a two-step approach applied separately for each grid cell, month, and ensemble member. Extended Data Fig. 2 shows an example of traces of model spinup, whereas Extended Data Fig. 3 shows our general approach to ensure the fit between the simulation periods along with an example of a cell in which the value distribution shifts.

First, we checked for any traces of spinups by detecting the most likely changepoint in the mean and variance of the data with function `cpt.meanvar` in R package `changepoint` separately for the pre-industrial and industrial periods. As the trace of spinup is related to reaching an equilibrium in the hydrological state in a cell, we assumed that a true trace of spinup is located between 10 and 30 years after the initiation of each simulation period. Outside this period, we considered that detected change points were true (natural) changes in mean and variance and did not imply a trace of spinup in the data. If a changepoint was detected between 10 and 30 years after initiation (as in Extended Data Fig. 2, for example), all data before the changepoint were excluded from distribution shift correction; otherwise (as in Extended Data Fig. 3, for example), data from the ten first years of the simulation periods were discarded. Depending on the month and ensemble member, changepoints indicating traces of spinup were detected in 1.4–8.7% (pre-industrial streamflow), 1.6–7.2% (industrial streamflow) 0.4–4.6% (pre-industrial soil moisture), and 0.6–5.7% (industrial soil moisture) of all cells.

Second, we checked and corrected shifts in value distribution around the simulations’ transition point in 1860, using an iterative technique combining linear extrapolation and quantile mapping. Because the simulation periods have no temporal overlap, we extrapolated pre-industrial data onto the industrial simulation period (i.e. extended the pre-industrial time series to nominally cover years past 1860). This was done by fitting a linear regression model to pre-industrial values excluding spinup (i.e. 1671–1860 in most cases, with flexibility of starting from 1691 at latest), and extrapolating the detected linear trend to the industrial period (blue lines in Extended Data Fig. 3a). Further, we computed the standard deviation of the pre-industrial values to which the linear model was fit (defined here as \( \sigma_{\text{preind}} \)) and added normally distributed random noise (\( \mu = 0, \sigma = \sigma_{\text{preind}} \)) around the linear extrapolation line to create extrapolated data points (blue circles in Extended Data Fig. 3a).

After extrapolation, we fitted non-parametric quantile mapping using robust empirical quantiles implemented in R package `qmap` between the industrial simulation values and the values that were extrapolated from the pre-industrial period to cover the first years of the industrial simulation period. Four quantiles were used in fitting the quantile mapping. Here, we treated the industrial simulation values as ‘observed’ data and the extrapolated pre-industrial values as ‘modelled’ data, although both were simulated GHM outputs. We chose to fit the quantile mapping between 30 years of industrial and extrapolated pre-industrial values, starting...
from the first year not excluded after spinup detection (pink shading in Extended Data Fig. 3a). Hence, quantile mapping was mostly fitted using years 1871–1900 as the ‘observed’ values but with flexibility of extending the fitting period to 1891–1920 at maximum. For example, the fitting period for the cell shown in Extended Data Fig. 2 was 1874–1903, whereas for the cell shown in Extended Data Fig. 3, the fitting period was 1871–1900. Although 30 years is a relatively short period, and some spinups might end only after 1891, we chose to limit the quantile mapping with these years to prevent the industrial values being substantially affected by anthropogenic impacts, which becomes more likely during the 20th century.

Finally, pre-industrial values excluding spinup were corrected with the fitted quantile mapping function (Extended Data Fig. 3b). However, as our correction procedure included extrapolation and had a relatively small sample size (of 30), distinctive individual values or undetected traces of spinup might have distorted the quantile mapping function. Hence, we checked whether applying quantile mapping succeeded in improving the fit between the simulation periods. To do this, we ran our analysis up until detecting local deviations (Fig. 1a–b) – first without correction and then with correction – and consequently checked whether the number of local deviations (Fig. 1b) decreased owing to the correction. Checking the local deviations was performed for a period of 50 years, beginning from the first year not excluded after spinup detection (hatched fill in Extended Data Fig. 3). This was to include data outside the period that was used in fitting the quantile mapping. If the number of local deviations decreased, we considered that our correction procedure had improved the fit between the simulation periods and the corrected cell values were accepted, otherwise we discarded the corrected data and retained the uncorrected data. Globally, depending on month and ensemble member, the correction was accepted for approximately 6–26% of streamflow cells and 10–29% of soil moisture cells.

Setting the local baseline range and identifying local deviations

In setting the local baseline range (Fig. 1a), identifying local deviations (Fig. 1b), and computing the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c), we followed the general approach of Wang-Erlandsson et al.25 with some modifications. Like them, we set the 5th and 95th percentiles of pre-industrial streamflow and soil moisture to bound the local baseline range (separately for each grid cell, month, and ensemble member), but we drew these bounds from the considered grid cell’s values only, whereas Wang-Erlandsson et al.25 drew their local baseline range from the values in the considered grid cell and its neighbourhood. We chose a stricter definition of the local baseline range because including neighbourhood values in determining the local baseline range can potentially set it unrealistically wide – especially in the case of streamflow, in which neighbourhood values strongly depend on flow directions.

Spinups were excluded from setting the local baseline range, which means that for most cells, dry and wet bounds (Fig. 1a) were drawn from 190 values covering years 1671–1860, though allowing flexibility up until 1691 (e.g. for the grid cell shown in Extended Data Fig. 2, the bounds were drawn from values in 1690–1860). We also evaluated the sensitivity of our results to the definition of the local baseline range by repeating our main global analysis (Fig. 2) using the 2.5th and 97.5th and the 1st and 99th percentiles as the dry and wet bounds, in addition to the 5th and 95th percentiles (Extended Data Fig. 1).
Then, again for each grid cell, month, and ensemble member, we checked for all pre-industrial months whether streamflow or soil moisture would fall within or outside the local baseline range, to identify local deviations (Fig. 1b). In case a monthly value was lower than the dry bound (5th percentile of pre-industrial values), this month was marked as a dry local deviation. Contrarily, in cases of the monthly value surpassing the wet bound (95th percentile of pre-industrial values), the month was marked as a wet local deviation. Local deviations were evaluated for all months including spinups, and all deviations were determined in a binary fashion, as ‘deviated’ or ‘not deviated’, with no regards to deviation magnitude.

Computing the percentage of land area with local deviations and defining pre-industrial variability

After identifying local deviations (Fig. 1b), we summed up the land areas of grid cells with dry and wet local deviations, separately for each month and ensemble member. We excluded Antarctica and other permanent land ice areas using HYDE 3.2.1 anthromes and divided the land area with local deviations by total ice-free land area to yield the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c). We transformed monthly percentages into annual percentages by taking annual means of the monthly percentages. This differs from Wang-Erlandsson et al. who marked an individual grid cell as deviating during a given year if a local deviation occurred in any month of that year, and subsequently computed the global percentage of land area with local deviations only annually. We chose to compute the percentage of land area with local deviations at a monthly time step to distinguish between cases in which local deviations occur in only one month or many months within a year – i.e. when freshwater change is temporally less or more extensive. With our approach, local deviations that spread out over multiple months of the year have a higher impact on the annual percentage of land area with local deviations.

As approximately 5% of all pre-industrial values in each grid cell were marked as dry and wet local deviations by the definition of the local baseline range (5th/95th percentiles), the expected global percentage of land area with local deviations was also approximately 5%, for dry and wet deviations separately (under conditions with little interannual variance, i.e. not during spinups). Hence, summing the percentages of land area with dry and wet local deviations together, the expected value for the global percentage of land area with local deviations was approximately 10%. As spinups were prevalent especially in some GHMs (Extended Data Fig. 4–5), global percentages of land area with local deviations prior to 1691 were excluded from further analysis. Therefore, we ended up with a time series of n = 170 for the annual pre-industrial percentage of land area with local deviations.

The pre-industrial percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c) was further used to define pre-industrial variability (Fig. 1d). In the main results, we took the ensemble median (n = 15 or n = 23) of the percentage of land area with local deviations to define two main metrics: the median of pre-industrial variability and the upper end of pre-industrial variability (Fig. 1d). The median of pre-industrial variability was defined as the 50th percentile of the percentage of land area with local deviations, while the upper end of pre-industrial variability was defined as the 95th percentile of the percentage of land area with local deviations. Hence, the median describes the typical percentage of land area with local deviations in the pre-industrial
(Holocene-like; presumably natural) reference state, whereas the upper end describes conditions that occur expectedly once in every 20 years.

To assess the industrial (1861–2005) state of the freshwater cycle, we repeated the identification of local deviations (Fig. 1b), computed the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c), and compared that to pre-industrial variability (Fig. 1d). Again, we included all years in identifying local deviations, but chose to draw years 1861–1890 as shaded and dashed in the presented results, owing to spinups being prevalent in some GHMs (Extended Data Fig. 4–5). We took the ensemble median of the global percentage of land area with local deviations also for the industrial period and applied a moving (trailing) 10-year mean over this ensemble median time series, with the latest 10-year mean (for year 2005, computed as a mean of values from 1996–2005) being defined as the current status.

**Limitations and uncertainties**

Global hydrological models (GHMs) are known to be relatively sensitive to their internal implementation of anthropogenic drivers and impacts\textsuperscript{51,59}. ISIMIP 2b simulations attempt to minimise uncertainties stemming from this by using state-of-the-art input data and consistent scenario definitions\textsuperscript{58}. Nevertheless, the different process descriptions of GHMs lead to a considerable spread in our results (Extended Data Fig. 4–5), which means that our global – and especially local – results are subject to noteworthy uncertainty. We also found relatively prevalent discontinuities in the data, which we corrected for the purposes of this analysis (Extended Data Fig. 3). However, we chose not to perform an explicit validation for our hydrological data because ISIMIP 2b data has shown adequate\textsuperscript{50–53} (though variable\textsuperscript{78}) performance against observations, observed data to validate pre-industrial values are unavailable, and the ISIMIP 2b hydrological data used here is forced by GCM outputs instead of observed climate. We thus consider that using a data ensemble as large as possible captures the uncertainty of global hydrological modelling adequately. Moreover, our estimate of the ‘current’ status ends in 2005, due to the ISIMIP 2b simulation protocol\textsuperscript{58}. Since the end of our study period, global trends in many of the key drivers of freshwater change, such as irrigated area\textsuperscript{79}, water use\textsuperscript{80}, dam construction\textsuperscript{81} and forest loss\textsuperscript{82}, have increased, and therefore, the results presented here are likely conservative.

As our scenario setup of using dynamic histsoc socio-economic conditions against static \textit{1860soc} (Table S1) already implies a change in anthropogenic drivers of water cycle change, it is not an unexpected result that aggregate water cycle changes were manifested in the early 20\textsuperscript{th} century (Fig. 2, Fig. 4, Extended Data Fig. 8). Repeating the analysis using data that are absent of anthropogenic forcing (ISIMIP nosoc scenarios\textsuperscript{58}) would potentially aid in estimating how large proportions of freshwater change are due to direct (e.g. water use) or indirect (e.g. climate change) anthropogenic factors. However, model outputs for both \textit{picontrol-1860soc} (or \textit{picontrol-nosoc}) and \textit{historical-nosoc} scenarios were not available in ISIMIP 2b. Future modelling efforts (e.g. ISIMIP simulation round 3\textsuperscript{83}) could provide an excellent opening to further develop our analysis.

Despite the related uncertainties, our approach is as coherent as current knowledge and modelling capacities allow for a global study. Moreover, the magnitude and rate of global freshwater change in the industrial period and the presumably conservative estimation of its
current status suggest that our conclusion of the freshwater cycle substantially transgressing its pre-industrial variability is valid.

**Data availability**

All data used in this study are gathered from openly available sources, which are appropriately cited in Methods. Aggregated output data produced by our analysis will be deposited in a public database and released upon publication.

**Code availability**

The code used in producing the results shown in this study will be deposited in a public database and released upon publication.
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Extended Data Fig. 1. Percentage of global ice-free land area with local streamflow (a, c, e) and soil moisture (b, d, f) deviations, using variable bounds of the local baseline range. Panels show the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c) when the local baseline range (Fig. 1a) is defined as the 5th–95th (a–b), 2.5th–97.5th (c–d) or 1st–99th (e–f) percentile range. Panels a–b correspond to Fig. 2 and Extended Data Fig. 6a, d. Shown is the annual percentage, which is computed as an average of monthly percentages. The ensemble median (solid black line) and interquartile range (grey shading) are computed from n = 23 (streamflow) and n = 15 (soil moisture) ensemble members. The horizontal dashed lines drawn in each panel denote the median and the upper end of pre-industrial variability (Fig. 1d), and the current (mean of 1996–2005) percentage of land area with local deviations is annotated at the end of the red 10-year moving (trailing) mean line. Values prior to 1691 are excluded and the ensemble median line for 1861–1890 is shaded and dashed due to traces of model spinups being common during these years (Extended Data Fig. 2–3).
Extended Data Fig. 2. An example case of detecting the most likely changepoints in mean and variance. Values shown in the plot describe soil moisture in one grid cell, for one month, and for one ensemble member. As the changepoints are detected between 10 and 30 years from the initiation of each simulation period, they are considered as traces of model spinup (Methods). Hence, values shaded in grey are excluded from distribution shift correction (Extended Data Fig. 3) and from setting the local baseline range (Fig. 1a).
Extended Data Fig. 3. Correcting shifts in cell-wise value distribution around the year 1860 transition point between pre-industrial and industrial ISIMIP 2b simulations. Values shown in the plot describe soil moisture in one grid cell, for one month, and for one ensemble member. Black circles show data prior to correction (a) and after the correction (b). Linear trend (blue line) is estimated and extrapolated excluding the ten first pre-industrial values (i.e. years 1671–1860). For the period highlighted with pink shading, quantile mapping is fitted between industrial simulation values and values following the linear extrapolation line with added random normal noise (blue circles). Once quantile mapping is applied for pre-industrial data points, resulting in panel b, the number of local deviations (purple filled circles) outside the local baseline range (red lines) is compared pre- and post-correction for a period of 50 years (striped shading). Should the number of local deviations decrease, as is the case here, the corrected values (panel b) are accepted, otherwise the uncorrected values (panel a) would be retained. See Methods for details.
Extended Data Fig. 4. Percentage of global ice-free land area with local streamflow deviations, separately for global hydrological models (GHMs) included in this study. Panels describe the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c) for H08 (a), LPJmL (b), MATSIRO (c), MPI-HM (d), PCR-GLOBWB (e), and WaterGAP2 (f). Shown is the annual percentage, which is computed as an average of monthly percentages. The horizontal dashed lines drawn in each panel denote the median and the upper end of pre-industrial variability (Fig. 1d), and the current (mean of 1996–2005) percentage of land area with local deviations is annotated at the end of the red 10-year moving (trailing) mean line. The ensemble median and interquartile range (grey shading) are computed from n = 3–4 members (number of GCMs), as data forced with HadGEM2 were not available MPI-HM. The ensemble median line for 1861–1890 is shaded and dashed due to traces of model spinups being common during these years (especially a, c).
Extended Data Fig. 5. Percentage of global ice-free land area with local soil moisture deviations, separately for global hydrological models (GHMs) included in this study. Panels describe the percentage of land area with local deviations (Fig. 1c) for CLM50 (a), LPJmL (b), MPI-HM (c), and PCR-GLOBWB (d). Shown is the annual percentage, which is computed as an average of monthly percentages. The horizontal dashed lines drawn in each panel denote the median and the upper end of pre-industrial variability (Fig. 1d), and the current (mean of 1996–2005) percentage of land area with local deviations is annotated at the end of the red 10-year moving (trailing) mean line. The ensemble median and interquartile range (grey shading) are computed from n = 3–4 members (number of GCMs), as data forced with HadGEM2 were not available for MPI-HM. The ensemble median line for 1861–1890 is shaded and dashed due to traces of model spinups being common during these years (especially a, d).
Extended Data Fig. 6. Percentage of global ice-free land area with local streamflow (a–c) and soil moisture (d–e) deviations, dry and wet local deviations summed (a, d), and for dry (b, e) and wet (c, f) local deviations separately. Shown is the annual percentage, which is computed as an average of monthly percentages. The annotated years mark the 10-year moving (trailing) mean transgressing the upper end of pre-industrial variability (95th percentile of the pre-industrial percentage of land area with local deviations; Fig. 1d). The ensemble median and interquartile range are computed from \( n = 23 \) (streamflow) and \( n = 15 \) (soil moisture) ensemble members. Values prior to 1691 are excluded and the ensemble median line for 1861–1890 is shaded and dashed due to traces of model spinups being common during these years (Extended Data Fig. 2–3).
Extended Data Fig. 7. Statistically significant changes in dry and wet local deviation frequency for streamflow (a) and for soil moisture (b). Changes in the frequency of local deviations are computed by comparing the ensemble median frequency of local deviations during 1976–2005 against 1691–1860, and significance of change is tested at a 95% confidence level ($p = 0.05$) with R package `stats` function `prop.test`. The changes are classified according to the direction of change (decreasing or increasing frequency of deviations) but with no regards to magnitude. Percentage shares of ice-free land area covered by each class are represented in the bivariate legend.
Extended Data Fig. 8. Statistically significant increases in dry and wet local deviation frequency for streamflow (a), for soil moisture (b), and combined for streamflow and soil moisture (c). Changes in the frequency of local deviations are computed by comparing the ensemble median frequency of local deviations during 1931–1960 against 1691–1860, and significance of change is tested at a 95% confidence level (p = 0.05) with R package stats function prop.test\textsuperscript{29}. Colours denoted with + indicate statistically significant increases with magnitude less than 5 pp (minor), whereas colours denoted with ++ indicate statistically significant increases with magnitude greater than 5 pp (major). Colours denoted with +(+) pool together any statistically significant increase (minor or major).
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Freshwater supports terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, mediates flows of material and energy, and regulates the Earth’s climate. It is therefore tightly coupled with the core planetary boundaries (PBs) of climate change and biosphere integrity, as well as the land-system change and biogeochemical flows boundaries.\(^1,2\) As the novel entities and biogeochemical flows PBs can be considered to (implicitly) cover quality aspects of freshwater, the freshwater PB focuses on the quantity of water. While justifiably included in the planetary boundaries framework, the current freshwater planetary boundary definition has been criticised for not reflecting all critical Earth system functions of water, not capturing the impact of all major anthropogenic drivers and failing to recognise the interplay between local and global drivers and impacts.\(^3-6\)

Initially, the freshwater use PB was defined by annual global *blue water* (surface and groundwater) consumption as a proxy control variable that reflects precipitation partitioning into blue and *green water* (terrestrial evaporation and soil moisture) flows and stocks, and integrates the anthropogenic drivers impacting them.\(^7\) The original assessment\(^7\) estimated human modifications of freshwater to be within safe boundaries, but later estimates with more nuanced quantification of water availabilities\(^8\) and water consumption – by explicitly including also consumptive use of green water\(^5\) – suggested that the PB is either being rapidly approached or has already been transgressed. Nevertheless, an update of the PB framework\(^9\) still concluded that the globally aggregated status of the freshwater use PB is safe. However, transgressions were recognised at the basin scale, where safe boundaries were set based on minimum acceptable levels of river flows to maintain an adequate state of aquatic ecosystems.\(^9\) Recently – to respond to the ambiguity and criticisms around the freshwater PB – studies have proposed sub-dividing the freshwater PB into blue and green water components and adopting a bottom-up, area-based approach\(^3,10,11\). The provisional analysis of Wang-Erlandsson et al.\(^11\) proposed that the freshwater PB should describe change rather than use, and found a likely transgression of the green water component.

We follow Wang-Erlandsson et al.\(^11\) in proposing to replace the original *freshwater use PB* with two control variables for *freshwater change*, measuring the global area with streamflow (blue water) or root-zone soil moisture (hereinafter referred to as soil moisture; green water) deviations from the range of local pre-industrial variability. Our approach is based on Wang-Erlandsson et al.\(^11\) who suggested complementing the freshwater PB with a provisional green water component, while we unify the blue and green water components under one assessment. Widespread deviations from the relatively undisturbed pre-industrial state can be considered to pose elevated risks to the Earth system functions of freshwater. For example, terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems have adapted to specific quantities and timing of water flows\(^12-14\), and wetness of landscapes regulates climate from micro- to regional and global scales, such that changes in (timing of) wetness in one location can impact rainfall and consequently streamflow and soil moisture both locally and remotely.\(^15\)

By extending the freshwater PB to cover both blue and green water components, our approach allows 1) representing the extent and impacts of freshwater change not only with respect to aquatic ecosystems but also across terrestrial biomes and ecosystems; and 2) allowing consistent comparison of the blue and green water components. Neither of these can be represented by the previous freshwater PB (water use & environmental flows). Another key
advantage of our approach is that calculating the blue and green water metrics using coherent methodology allows us to assess their coevolution. This is very important for a comprehensive analysis of freshwater change, as comparable metrics allow for inferring the nature of change (e.g. how other elements of the water cycle may have changed or what might be driving the change). Furthermore, the methodology applied here is transferable to additional variables in future studies. The previous methods of assessing the freshwater PB lack these factors, which is why we use a more general approach.

Our green water control variable aligns with Wang-Erlandsson et al. who suggested, after an extensive literature review, that root-zone soil moisture is the most suitable control variable for representing the Earth system functions of green water. For blue water, we select streamflow as our control variable because streamflow alterations are either directly or indirectly connected to most major anthropogenic modifications and Earth system functions of blue water. These include e.g. water withdrawals, flow regulation, and groundwater depletion, as well as key Earth system functions, such as aquatic habitat provision and storage and transport of carbon and nutrients. As streamflow is also impacted by anthropocentric climate change, it is a suitable control variable to represent the Earth system functions of blue water in aggregate. In addition to an adequate representation of the human drivers and Earth system impacts of freshwater change, the selected control variables are routinely simulated by global hydrological models and can therefore be updated on an annual basis. The variables can, in principle, also be observed directly, e.g. by in situ measurements or remote sensing, though spatial and temporal coverage of observational data is currently not sufficient for a comprehensive global analysis such as the one presented here.

The planetary boundaries framework considers the Holocene geological epoch as the desired reference conditions prior to extensive anthropogenic forcing. However, as major spatial shifts of the water cycle have occurred since the Holocene, strictly grid cell scale comparisons – as those done here – are not meaningful using a Holocene baseline. Hence, we selected the pre-industrial period as our comparison baseline, also because of the wide availability of consistent and comparable ISIMIP 2b data. By grounding our analysis in the pre-industrial period, we were able to establish our reference conditions before substantial anthropogenic modifications of the water cycle, including e.g. large dams, large scale irrigation systems, the rapid increase of intensive land uses, and anthropocentric climate change. Therefore, we assumed that the pre-industrial period represents Holocene-like conditions – and that widespread deviations from that ‘pristine’ state are problematic.

Based on our analysis, the freshwater change PB has been transgressed since the early 20th century, for both blue and green water components. Currently, 18.2% and 15.8% of global ice-free land area experience local deviations that occurred only on approximately 9–10% of land area during the pre-industrial time. Given that variability in this percentage during the pre-industrial period is small (~ 3 pp), these changes are substantial and clearly indicate a shift in the global water cycle. This means that extreme conditions – both wet and dry – are occurring more often than before the onset of major anthropogenic drivers of change. The water cycle has thus shifted to a state in which it has not been in during the development of contemporary human societies. Therefore, humanity’s risks related to the Earth system functions of freshwater may be elevated.
Our new freshwater change PB definition is associated with two main kinds of uncertainties: 1) the ability of our control variables to represent Earth system change and 2) placement of the boundary value of freshwater change and assessing what its transgression means for the Earth system. Streamflow and soil moisture do not represent all freshwater changes – such as water quality aspects – and omit explicit consideration of other freshwater flows and stocks, such as groundwater and land ice. From the perspective of the PB framework, however, these choices can be justified, as water quality is (implicitly) considered in the PBs of Biogeochemical flows and Novel entities\(^7,9\), and because such an overarching framework requires expressing very complex Earth system processes in relatively simple terms. Nonetheless, a more comprehensive assessment of humanity’s overall impact on the freshwater cycle would require careful consideration of the many complex relationships between drivers, hydrological responses and their Earth system impacts that weren’t explicitly considered in this analysis.

Major uncertainties remain also regarding the planetary boundary value of freshwater change – that is, which level of freshwater change would trigger state changes in the Earth system or increase gradual risks at an unacceptable rate. Although impacts of freshwater change on the Earth system functions of freshwater have been studied extensively at local to regional scales\(^10\), regional to planetary scale impact assessments are still lacking. Furthermore, the PBs’ control variables – including freshwater – interact strongly with each other\(^1,2\), which should be considered when setting a PB for freshwater change. These factors complicate the boundary setting, as ideally, PBs should be set based on control variable–response variable relationships to minimise the risk of abrupt or irreversible state shifts. In the absence of such assessments, we chose to set the boundary at the upper end of the pre-industrial, Holocene-like variability range, as it represents conditions that were present before major anthropogenic alterations of the freshwater cycle. It is possible, however, that the intrinsic resilience of the Earth system will maintain a Holocene-like state even if the pre-industrial range of variability is exceeded – as it has already been for a long time. However, as the extent of a ‘safe’ exceedance cannot be robustly defined without quantifications of Earth system-wide responses of freshwater change, we applied the precautionary principle of the PB framework\(^7,25\), and set the boundary at the lower end of scientific uncertainty. We consider this to be at the upper end (95\(^{\text{th}}\) percentile) of pre-industrial variability range, which can be regarded as highly precautionary – although an even stricter boundary placement could also be justified, due to signs of weakened Earth system resilience\(^11\) and the complex interactions between freshwater and other PBs\(^1,2\).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>simulation period</th>
<th>climate scenario</th>
<th>socio-economic conditions</th>
<th>ISIMIP output variable</th>
<th>GHM</th>
<th>GCMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>picontrol</td>
<td>rootmoist</td>
<td></td>
<td>CLM50</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>rootmoist</td>
<td></td>
<td>LPJmL</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>rootmoist</td>
<td></td>
<td>MPI-HM</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>rootmoist</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCR-GLOBWB</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>H08</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>LPJmL</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>MATSIRO</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>MPI-HM</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCR-GLOBWB</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-industrial</td>
<td>1860soc</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>WaterGAP2</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>rootmoist</td>
<td></td>
<td>CLM50</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>rootmoist</td>
<td></td>
<td>LPJmL</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>rootmoist</td>
<td></td>
<td>MPI-HM</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>rootmoist</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCR-GLOBWB</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>H08</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>LPJmL</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>MATSIRO</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>MPI-HM</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>PCR-GLOBWB</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>historical</td>
<td>historical</td>
<td>dis</td>
<td></td>
<td>WaterGAP2</td>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table S1.** Data sets used in this study, adopting ISIMIP 2b nomenclature\(^\text{21}\). The *pre-industrial* simulation period represents 200 years of pre-industrial conditions, nominally covering years 1661–1860, and the *historical* simulation period covers years 1861–2005. The climate scenario *picontrol* uses pre-industrial climate and 286 ppm CO2 concentration, while the *historical* climate scenario uses historical climate and CO2 concentration. Socio-economic conditions for the scenario 1860soc are fixed at the pre-industrial level, while the histsoc scenario uses varying historical land use and socio-economic conditions. The ISIMIP output variables *rootmoist* and *dis* refer to root-zone soil moisture (soil moisture) and discharge (streamflow), respectively.
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